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▪ Established 1964 in Dongara – 55 years old
▪ 109 members – individual, household, corporate, associate, honorary

▪ Operate two museums – Russ Cottage (house museum, opened 1971) and Old Police

Station (district museum, opened 2000)

▪ Operate a Research Centre - curate local archival collections, extensive local image

collection, collections of local genealogies, local place histories

▪ Conduct history and heritage tours of both towns and the shire
▪ Produce numerous publications – books, tour guides, brochures, Sea Lion
▪ Maintain a website – www.irwinhistory.org.au , engage with WA Museum in developing

digital data collection management technologies

▪ Affiliated with Royal WA Historical Society and Museums & Galleries Australia
▪ Shire heritage awards – 2002, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2012, WAM awards 2003, 2008
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Commercial port theme
▪ 1894 – Goods Shed and Bond Store
Seaside resort theme
▪ 1930s – Dongarra Beach Progress
Association converted the Bond Store
into Denison Hall
▪ 1960s – Denison Progress Association
lease and continue to operate Denison
Hall for community uses
Fishing harbour theme
▪ 1990s – Dongara Professional
Fishermen’s Association lease and
renovate the Hall and maintained
community uses.
Contemporary period
▪ 2010s – Setting changed
▪ 2019 – 125th anniversary of the building,
Shire decision to demolish
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▪ MI 1997 & 2004: 1st & 2nd assessments of the Hall as having heritage significance,

management through maximum protection under TPS and encourage owner to
conserve.

▪ MI Review 2018 3rd assessment of Hall having heritage significance, recommended

management (not yet adopted): preserve the significance of the place through
provisions of the TPS with encouragement to the owner to preserve the place.

▪ MI Review 2018 recommendation removes the phrase “maximum protection” because

of “diminished heritage value”.

▪ EPS Report 2019 – first actual heritage study of the building – 4th assessment of Hall

having heritage significance, cites: important landmark in development of the
waterfront landscape, still in original location, still associated with old jetty, original
plan still evident, original framework more or less intact.

▪ EPS Report 2019 - original fabric (posts, trusses, roof structure, wall framing) should

be retained in current location – introduce contemporary cladding to interpret
historical cladding, retain old jetty in current location - if 1894 building is
deconstructed and moved, it’s heritage significance will be “greatly diminished”.

Museum of Fishing and the Sea
▪ Fishing – Aboriginal, recreational,

commercial, crayfishery 1950s + includes
fishing hamlets to the south and links with the
Abrolhos Islands

▪ The Sea – Bond Store and jetty, commercial

port 1860s-1920s; Denison Hall – seaside
resort, tourism 1930s +

▪ MOFATS can be developed incrementally,

beginning with 1894 Hall, and expanding as
resources/demand permit

▪ A unique proposition - there is no museum of

fishing in WA

Risks
▪ Sufficient funding unable to be raised

for adaptation works

▪ Continuing funding for recurrent

operations difficult to secure

▪ Partner commitments not realised
▪ Historic building fabric not capable

of adaptation

▪ Entrenched opposition
▪ Community management model not

sustainable

Benefits
▪ Secure Port Denison’s oldest public

building for a second century

▪ Create an iconic visitor attraction and

gateway to the Abrolhos grounded in
the unique history of Port Denison

▪ Recognise the history of Denison’s

multi-cultural fishing community and
Dongara’s legendary ‘sweetest
crayfish’

▪ Generate economic activity

(incomes, jobs, investment) for
surrounding businesses – cafés,
pubs, shops, accommodation, tours,
hires, etc

⚓️Denison Hall has a history, it has a present, and it has a future

⚓️Petition has indicated significant level of community support to retain and adapt the Hall
⚓️Professional support from Batavia Coast Maritime Heritage Association, Greenough Museum, WA
History Foundation, DPFA
⚓️Give serious consideration to DPFA proposal to lease and maintain the Hall
⚓️Defer implementation of the 26 February resolution to provide time for MOFATS proponents to
develop the concept, with Shire input, into a more concrete proposal.
⚓️Look forward to 2021 and Irwin’s celebrations of its 150th birthday as a self-governing local
community being held in the Bond Hall of the Museum of Fishing and the Sea at Port Denison.

